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Discovering Mesa Prieta

SUBJECTS:  Mapping Skills, Math, Social Studies.

SUGGESTED TIME:   Three class periods. 

MATERIALS:

Teacher prep:  Using a paper cutter, cut a paper strip 1” x 5” for each student, to be used as a mileage 
gauge (Math Extension activity, 4 - 3).

Copy for students:  Where in New Mexico is Mesa Prieta activity sheet (4 - 5), New Mexico outline map 
student activity sheet (4 - 7).

From the trunk:  NM road map and laminated map of northern NM for every student, poster size
laminated map of northern NM. 

SETTING THE STAGE:  Ask the students where their school is located in the state of NM. Encourage them 
to use directional words such as north, south, east and west. Explain that today’s activity will involve using 
a New Mexico road map to discover where their school is located and where Mesa Prieta is located. They 
will be using mapping skills that are very important when someone travels to a place where they have 
never been before.

UNIT 4: WHERE IN NEW MEXICO IS TSIKW’AYE 
(MESA PRIETA)?

VOCABULARY
☛     Compass rose:  the symbol indicating the four cardinal directions - north, south, east

and west.

☛     Coordinates:  the numbers and letters on the borders of a map that are used to locate a 
place on a map.

☛     Distance scale:  the miles and kilometers between places and the relationship to inches and 
centimeters.

☛     Index of Cities and Towns:  alphabetized list of the names of all towns and cities that are 
included on a map.

☛     Legend:  the symbols and their meanings that are used on a map.

☛     Mileage Table:  list of distances between well-known destinations on a map.

✔     Students will know how to locate places on a road map
using coordinates.

✔     Students will understand and use symbols, legend, compass 
rose, and distance scale on a road map.

✔     Students will become oriented to the map of New Mexico.

✔     Students will become oriented to the location of Mesa Prieta 
and its relationship to the Rio Grande and the Rio Ojo Cali-
ente, the cerros volcanoes, Pilar and our modern cities and 
towns.

OBJECTIVES
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 1.   Pass out a NM road map to every student. Have them put their names on the front. Teach stu-
dents how to refold maps. Ask everyone to locate their school on the map. As soon as some-
one finds it, stop the activity and ask them how they found it. Continue with this process until 
everyone has found the town or village where your school is located. Draw a compass rose 
on the board and explain how it shows the cardinal directions. North is usually at the top of 
the map. To help the students remember the 4 directions, teach them “Never Eat Sour Worms”. 
Ask the students to find the compass rose on their map. Discuss where they are in relation to 
other cities and landmarks using north, south, east and west. Find Colorado on the map. What 
direction is the compass rose pointing to Colorado. (north)  When you go out for recess, draw 
a compass rose on the sidewalk using chalk or tempera paint. Practice finding the directions 
and pointing to landmarks and cities. Example: “Where are the Sangre De Cristo Mountains 
from Española?” As a class, say and point east. Review the directions often.

 2.   Explain how the coordinates are used to locate a city. Have them find the coordinates for 
their school and mark the location with a dot using a highlighter or a sticky dot. Have them 
locate Taos, (B-8) Española, (C-6) Santa Fe (C-7) and Albuquerque (D-5), Las Vegas (D-8) using 
coordinates and mark them with a dot. (Write these names on the board.) Optional: Pass out 
copy paper and have the students record answers. 

  3.    Now show the students the Index of Cities and Towns that is located below the map of NM. 
Have them pick a town they don’t know and find it using the coordinates. This may be repeated 
until everyone understands how it works. This is a fun game.

ASSESSMENT:  Use the Where in New Mexico is Mesa Prieta activity sheet as an assessment or review in 
class.  Have students use their maps for this review.

Answers to activity sheet questions:

 1 - 5.   What direction is Colorado from your school? (north) Arizona (west), Texas (east and 
south), Oklahoma (northeast), Mexico (south)?

 6.  What direction does the Rio Grande flow? (north to south)

     7.  What direction did the lava flow from Embudo to Chamita? (N to SW)

      8.   Why do think Mesa Prieta is so narrow? (The lava flowed down a valley and/or the flow ran 
out of lava.)

      9.  What direction is Mesa Prieta from Española? (north or northwest)

      10.  What direction is Mesa Prieta from Taos? (south or southwest)

Challenge Questions: How many miles is it between:

      11.  Las Cruces and Albuquerque (223 miles)

      12.  Chama and Las Vegas (170 miles)

      13. Los Alamos and Santa Fe (34 miles)

      14. Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Arizona; The Four Corners. 

Unit 4: Where in New Mexico is Tsikw’aye (Mesa Prieta)

Activity, Day 1: New Mexico road map
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  4.    After the assessment, have the students fold up their maps and collect them for future
activities.

MATH EXTENSION:  Pass out a 5 inch paper strip to each student. Have them find the distance scale 
below the NM map and mark off and label the miles on the paper strip. (Line up your strip with zero) It will 
work something like a ruler. It is not necessary to draw the white and black lines. 

Using their paper mileage strip, measure (this will be a very rough estimate) how far it is from Taos to 
Española (about 32 miles) Española to Santa Fe (about 20 miles); from Española to Albuquerque (about 
70 miles), Pilar to Chamita - lava flow (about 12 miles). 

MAP EXTENSION: Ask the students to find the legend. Using the legend find the Albuquerque airport, 
Ghost Ranch, any state or national park/monument. 

 

 1.   Pass out a laminated map of northern NM to each student, or use the Northern New Mexico 
Map student information sheet,  p. 4-8.

 2.   Write Taos, Española, Santa Fe and Albuquerque on the board and ask the students to find 
these cities on their map and using erasable markers, they may circle the cities on the lami-
nated map. 

 3.   Write on the board and then ask the students to locate Questa, Chamita, Embudo, the cerros 
volcanoes (They look like little clouds on the map.)  Review that the lava flowed from a fis-
sure near Pilar and ended at the present town of Chamita.  From Embudo to Chamita the 
lava flowed from north to southwest, forming the cap rock of Mesa Prieta. 

 4.   Have the students find and outline highways 68 and 285. Notice how they are on either side of 
Mesa Prieta and follow the Rio Grande and Rio Ojo Caliente respectively.

 5.   Have the students draw volcanoes on their map where the cerros are and then draw the river 
of lava that flowed from Pilar to present day Chamita.

 6.   Be sure to have the students erase all lines when they are finished.

Activity, Day 2: Laminated map of northern New Mexico 
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 1.   Pass out the handout NM outline map student activity sheet and the laminated map of north-
ern NM to each student. Have the students label on the outline map the title “Map of New 
Mexico”. Draw a compass rose in the lower part of the state.

 2.   Using the laminated map as a resource, ask the students to label on their outline map: Taos, 
Española, Santa Fe, Albuquerque and the Rio Grande. Write these names on the board. (Point 
out that the dots for the cities and the line for the river are already on the map).

 3.   Draw the volcanoes erupting and the lava flowing down near Española.

 4.   On their outline maps, have students label the states and country adjacent to New Mexico.

OPTIONAL:  Using colored pencils or crayons, have the students color their map.

CONCLUSION:  Ask each student to share one thing that they learned. 

REINFORCING ACTIVITY:  Copy the black and white map of northern NM student activity sheet for each 
student. Glue it on light poster board. Each student cuts his/her map into pieces for a jig saw puzzle. Put 
his/her name on each piece. Exchange with another student and put together.

Unit 4: Where in New Mexico is Tsikw’aye (Mesa Prieta)
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Name: _____________________________                                            Date: _________

REVIEW QUESTIONS:  Student Activity Sheet

 

1.  What direction is Colorado from your school? 
_______________________________

2.  What direction is Arizona from your school? 
_______________________________

3.  What direction is Texas from your school? 
_______________________________

4.  What direction is Oklahoma from your school? 
_______________________________

5.  What direction is Mexico from your school? ___________________

6.  What direction does the Rio Grande flow? _____________________

7.  What direction did the lava flow from Embudo to Chamita? ___________________

8.  What direction is Mesa Prieta from Española? ___________________

9.  What direction is Mesa Prieta from Taos? ___________________

10.  Why do you think that Mesa Prieta is so narrow?

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Unit 4: Where in New Mexico is Tsikw’aye (Mesa Prieta)
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Compass rose from Pedro Reinel’s 
nautical chart of 1504
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Challenge Questions: Use the mileage chart below to find your answers.

11.  How many miles is it from Las Cruces to Albuquerque? ___________________

12.  How many miles is it from Chama to Las Vegas? __________

13.  How many miles is it from Los Alamos and Santa Fe? ___________

14.  What 4 states touch each other at one point and what is the place called? 

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

15.  Below, write the names of 4 cities or towns that you don’t know and find them on the map using the 
coordinates. Write down their coordinates.

   Name of town     Coordinates  

 ____________________________________  __________

 ____________________________________  __________

 ____________________________________  __________

 ____________________________________  __________

Unit 4: Where in New Mexico is Tsikw’aye (Mesa Prieta)
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Unidad 4. ¿Dónde se encuentra en Nuevo México Tsikw’aye (Mesa Prieta)?

PREGUNTAS DE REVISIÓN:  Hoja de actividades para el estudiante.

1. ¿En qué dirección está Colorado desde tu escuela?

2. ¿En qué dirección está Arizona desde tu escuela?

3. ¿En qué dirección está Texas desde tu escuela?

4. ¿En qué dirección está Oklahoma desde tu escuela?

5. ¿En qué dirección está México desde tu escuela? 

6. ¿En qué dirección fluye Rio Grande?

7. ¿En qué dirección fluyó la lava desde Embudo a Chamita?

8. ¿En qué dirección está Mesa Prieta de Española?

9. ¿En qué dirección está Mesa Prieta de Taos?

10. ¿Por qué crees que Mesa Prieta es tan estrecha?

Preguntas de Desafío: Utiliza la tabla de kilometraje de mas abajo para encontrar las respuestas a tus 
preguntas:

11. ¿Cuántas millas de distancia hay desde Las Cruces a Albuquerque?

12. ¿Cuántas millas de distancia hay desde Chama a Las Vegas? 

13. ¿Cuántas millas de distancia hay desde Los Álamos a Santa Fe?

14. ¿ Qué 4 estados se tocan en un punto y cómo se llama el lugar?

15.  Abajo, escribe los nombres de 4 ciudades o pueblos que no conoces y búscalos en el mapa usando las 
coordenadas. Apunta las coordenadas.

Nombre del Pueblo.    Coordenadas.

_______________________ ___________________

_______________________ ___________________

_______________________ ___________________

_______________________ ___________________

_______________________ ___________________

Nombre__________________ Fecha_____________

Unidad 4: Dónde está en Nuevo México Tsikw’aye (Mesa Prieta)? 
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Vocabulario Unidad 4: Dónde está en Nuevo México Tsikw’aye (Mesa Prieta)? 

☛     Rosa de los vientos:  el símbolo que indica los cuatro puntos cardinales- norte, sur, este y 
oeste.

☛     Coordenadas:  los números y letras a los lados de un mapa que se utilizan para localizar
un punto en un mapa.

☛     Distancia a escala:  las millas y kilómetros entre lugares y la relación en pulgadas y
centímetro.

☛     Índice de ciudades y pueblos:  un orden alfabético listando los nombres de todos los
lugares incluidos en el mapa.

☛    Leyenda:  los símbolos que aparecen en el mapa y sus significados.

☛    Tabla de kilometraje:  lista de las distancias entre dos destinos conocidos en un mapa.

Unidad 4: Dónde está en Nuevo México Tsikw’aye (Mesa Prieta)? 
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